Video: IT’S TIME (1 min 19 secs)

0:01  Line drawing of a young man.

VOICEOVER:

It’s time, time to enjoy our neighborhoods,

0:03  Line drawing of a town in silhouette.

VOICEOVER:

to play in our parks, to spend time outside, and to watch our kids enjoy being kids.

0:07  Line drawing of a park with a swing set and basketball hoop.

VOICEOVER:

It’s time to stop having youth violence define our communities. By working together with public health, police, schools, and our neighbors down the street,

0:20  Picture of a slide from a long presentation on STRYVE.

Wording across top of slide says

Youth violence is real. But with STRYVE, you can PREVENT it.

A picture within the slide shows a woman, a map of the United States, and the words “Start your community’s journey towards [prevention].” Last word is hidden under an arrow that users of the actual presentation can click on to move to the next slide.

Four other people are also pictured, each one representing his or her community. The four communities are Houston, Texas; Salinas, California; Boston, Massachusetts; and Portland, Oregon.

At the bottom of the slide are the words:

Want to Prevent Violence in YOUR community?

Beside the question is a button labeled GET STARTED!

0:22  Back to more line drawings.
These drawings show the types of organizations that can help a community prevent violence (e.g., police, schools, public health agencies).

0:27 Line drawings
They show the kind of data needed to succeed at preventing violence (e.g., latest research findings, other statistics).

0:31 Picture of a slide from a full presentation:
Title is “RESOURCE CENTER.” Slide shows the various types of violence a user can get information about (e.g., community violence, bullying, aggression).

VOICEOVER:

It’s time to stop having youth violence define our communities. By working together with public health, police, schools, and our neighbors down the street, let’s find out what we’re doing well.

0:43 Picture of a slide from a full presentation:
Title is “STRATEGY SELECTOR.” Users of the full presentation can select the best strategy by clicking on items in one or more of 5 categories (age, demographic information, setting, focus area, and special population). Within each category are further subcategories that allow users to pinpoint the best strategy for the population they will be working with.

VOICEOVER:

It’s time to stop having youth violence define our communities. By working together with public health, police, schools, and our neighbors down the street, let’s find out what we’re doing well. It’s time to make our own plan to prevent youth violence and to start benefiting from the results.

0:52 Picture of a slide from a full presentation:
The topic of the slide is “What?”:
First sentence reads “A team includes people from all walks of life.”
Text is difficult to read on the video because the slide is only a background for the narrator’s mention of the importance of working together (i.e., in a team) to prevent youth violence.

VOICEOVER:

STRYVE can help your team do just that. Powered by the CDC, it’s customized for you with help every step along the way. It’s time to work together to prevent youth violence.

1:00 Line drawing: LET’S GET STARTED!

1:05 STRYVE logo